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Markets
new zealand
The New Zealand economy experienced growth of just 0.30% in the third quarter of 2018. This was lower than expected but this 
partly reflected a give-back after strong growth in the second quarter. To the end of the third quarter, the economy recorded annual 
growth of 2.60% which is slightly above New Zealand’s trend growth rate. Against a backdrop of lower immigration and weak 
business confidence, this annual growth was arguably better than would have been expected this time last year.

The Reserve Bank of New Zealand (RBNZ) released a consultative paper on bank capital requirements during the month. This paper 
was expected, but the RBNZ is proposing to significantly increase the amount of capital each bank must hold. While this document is 
only a proposal, if implemented it is likely to mean that the difference between the Official Cash Rate (OCR) and the mortgage rate 
banks offer will increase. This is because banks are likely to widen their profit margin to account for the higher capital requirements. 
This implies mortgage rates could increase even if there is no change to the OCR. Partly reflecting this possibility, ANZ Bank 
economists made a non-consensus call that the next move in the OCR will be down.

The New Zealand share market largely avoided the turmoil seen worldwide in December, falling only -0.28%. This reflects its minimal 
direct exposure to some of the key issues affecting international markets and the New Zealand share market's defensive index 
composition. This compares favourably to the United States share market which fell by 9.18% in December. The New Zealand dollar 
tended to range trade over the month, ending slightly lower at US$0.6719.

australia
The Australian economy grew by 0.30% in the September quarter, giving an annual growth rate of 2.80%. This is also above their 
trend growth rate, but the big unknown remains whether the decline in house prices will continue and what impact that will have on 
the economy. In the past year, house prices have on average fallen in Sydney by 10%, this equates to an average loss of AU$100,000 
per house owner. While only a paper loss and few house owners will be in negative equity, this could have some impact on consumer 
spending. Interestingly, consumer confidence remained unchanged over the month.  

The Australian share market declined by -0.12%1 over the month, with resource companies performing relatively well. Australia was 
already one of the weaker performing markets in 2018, declining -2.84% over the year, so arguably had less ground to give up in 
December. The New Zealand/Australian dollar cross rate appreciated slightly over the month ending the year at A$0.9533. 

international
Global share markets, and the United States share market in particular, experienced its worst December since the 1930s. Over the 
month the S&P500 Index declined by -9.18%, giving an annual decline of -6.24%. The decline was triggered by uncertainties over 
United States interest rate increases, Brexit, the ongoing trade conflict between the United States and China, and the United States 
government shutdown. Despite these uncertainties it is hard to rationalise the severity of the declines. We are reminded of similar 
episodes in 2011 (United States losing its AAA rating), 2013 (the taper tantrum) and 2016 (concerns over Chinese growth). In all 
cases, the market quickly recovered from these declines and went on to post new highs. 

The United States share market is now trading below the average price to earnings ratio recorded over the last 15 years. Most 
other developed markets tended to take their lead from the United States. Japan’s Topic index fell -10.45%, the United Kingdom’s 
FTSE100 index declined -3.61% and the Euro-Stoxx 50 index -5.4%. Interestingly, emerging markets was one of the better 
performing markets in December, falling ‘only’ -2.52%. Emerging markets appear to have stabilised after very weak performance 
earlier this year. In 2018 emerging markets declined by -10.08% with China one of the worst performers (-25.31%). 

The price of oil continued to fall over the month with West Texas crude ending the month at US$45.41 per barrel. This decline coupled 
with the decline in the share market resulted in bonds rallying with United States 10 year Treasury bonds falling 0.30% over the 
month ending at 2.69% (bond yields move inversely to prices). 

1. S&P ASX 200 Index



Managed Portfolio Service
income category¹
The Income Category returned 0.30% for the month of December, taking the 12-month return to 0.29%. Following the market 
rebound, the Category returned 0.68% for the month of January (1 to 16 January 2019).

December was a month of divergent fortunes. The New Zealand fixed income market chose to ignore the negative tone across global 
credit and equity markets and recorded a strong end to the year. Much of this performance reflected the reversal of November’s 
rise in medium-term interest rates. We viewed this rise as unjustified as it was triggered by the rapid closing of positions following a 
strong quarterly employment report. During December normal service resumed and all of the interest rate rise was removed. As we 
enter the new year, interest rates are approaching the lows seen back in 2016.  In the New Zealand component of the Category we 
have maintained a long exposure to New Zealand interest rates for most of 2018 and held several active interest rate positions in 
December which added to performance. 

Global credit markets faced a much tougher month, and this capped off a poor year for this component of the Category and for the 
global corporate credit in general. Performance was strong during the first half of December however the decline in share markets 
into Christmas saw credit spreads and high yield spreads widen significantly over the back half of the month to levels last seen in 
mid-2016. The primary negative performance drivers for this component of the Strategy were the higher yielding positions – Bausch 
Health (Pharma), HCA (hospital operator), First Quantum (Mining) and Icahn Enterprises (Investment company).

inflation category²
The Inflation Category  returned -2.63% for the month of December, taking the 12-month return to -4.55%. Following the market 
rebound, the Category returned 2.20% for the month of January (1 to 16 January 2019).

The Inflation Category’s performance was driven by the downturn in global equity markets over the month. Like the Growth Category, 
the Inflation Category’s portfolios do hold downside mitigation strategies, but these strategies are only designed to add value in large 
share market drawdowns of greater than  greater than 20%. Performance was somewhat mitigated by the Category’s exposure to 
New Zealand equities and Property which were relatively stable in December given their defensive tilts. 

The income component of the Inflation Category holds income assets with a risk profile which sits between traditional income assets 
and growth assets. These assets tend to struggle during periods of equity market volatility, leaving the 2018 performance broadly flat.

As expected, the United States Federal Reserve have shied away from aggressively raising rates. It may even pause before it 
resumes hiking interest rates through 2019. This should prolong the economic growth and provide a tailwind for inflation exposed 
assets. Inflation expectations in the United States increased to 3.00% in December from 2.97% in November which, when compared 
to the current rate of 1.90%, gives us comfort with our view of an increasing inflationary environment and our strategy of investing in 
inflation exposed assets.

growth category³
The Growth Category  returned -3.44% for the month of December, taking the 12-month return to -9.41%. Following the market 
rebound, the Category returned 2.51% for the month of January (1 to 16 January 2019).

While the Growth Portfolios outperformed their reference portfolio in December, they still experienced large declines of between 
-2.62% and -7.47%. The Portfolios do hold downside mitigation strategies, but these strategies are only designed to add value 
in large share market drawdowns of greater than  greater than 20%. It would be too expensive to try and offset smaller falls. That 
said, the downside mitigation strategies did perform better than expected in December with ISAM adding value. Importantly, had 
the market declined further, Universa – one of our downside mitigation managers – was positioned to add significant value. We are 
confident that the mitigation strategies will work when required. 

The Core Growth Portfolio redeemed from the Kynikos Global Partners Fund at the end of December. Unfortunately, Kynikos’ 
performance has been disappointing. Part of the proceeds will be invested in Emerson Point Capital. Emerson Point is a New York-
based long/short equity manager.

The Dividend & Growth Portfolio ended the year on a positive note, up 0.98%. Fletcher Building was the strongest contributor, 
bouncing further during the month and validating our decision to hold tight following the heavy sell-off in November. Fletcher has 
announced the sale of its Formica business in the United States for a good price, and signalled the resumption of dividend payments 
in February, which may prove a catalyst for further recovery. Despite its Chinese exposure, Rio Tinto was another good performer. 
Metlifecare was the largest detractor in the Portfolio. The company continued to struggle with weak Auckland house price sentiment, 
but outperformed the broader retirement village sector during the month. Metlifecare shares continue to trade at a substantial 
discount to their asset value, which we believe helps mitigate further downside risk.

1. The return calculations are based on a 50% allocation to the Core Income Portfolio and a 50% allocation to the Global Income Portfolio.
2.  The return calculations are based on a 34% allocation to the Core Inflation Portfolio, a 33% allocation to the Property Inflation Portfolio, and a 33% allocation to the Equity Inflation Portfolio.
3.  The return calculations are based on a 25% allocation to the Core Growth Portfolio, a 10% allocation to the Global Multi-Asset Growth Portfolio, a 25% allocation to the Global Equity Growth 

Portfolio, and a 40% allocation to the Dividend and Growth Portfolio. 



KiwiSaver Scheme
income strategy
The Income Strategy returned 0.46% for the month of December, taking the 12-month return to 0.84%. Following the market 
rebound, the Strategy has returned 0.58% for the month of January (1 to 16 January 2019).

December was a month of divergent fortunes. The New Zealand fixed income market chose to ignore the negative tone across global 
credit and equity markets and recorded a strong end to the year. Much of this performance reflected the reversal of November’s 
rise in medium-term interest rates. We viewed this rise as unjustified as it was triggered by the rapid closing of positions following a 
strong quarterly employment report. During December normal service resumed and all of the interest rate rise was removed. As we 
enter the new year, interest rates are approaching the lows seen back in 2016.  In the New Zealand component of the Strategy we 
have maintained a long exposure to New Zealand interest rates for most of 2018 and held several active interest rate positions in 
December which added to performance. 

Global credit markets faced a much tougher month, and this capped off a poor year for this component of the Strategy and for the 
global corporate credit in general. Performance was strong during the first half of December; however, the decline in share markets 
into Christmas saw credit spreads and high yield spreads widen significantly over the back half of the month to levels last seen in 
mid-2016. The primary negative performance drivers for this component of the Strategy were the higher yielding positions – Bausch 
Health (Pharma), HCA (hospital operator), First Quantum (Mining) and Icahn Enterprises (Investment company).

inflation strategy
The Inflation Strategy  returned -3.08% for the month of December, taking the 12-month return to -5.77%. Following the market 
rebound, the Strategy returned 2.60% for the month of January (1 to 16 January 2019).

The Inflation Strategy’s performance was driven by the downturn in global equity markets over the month. Like the Growth Strategy, 
the Inflation Strategy’s portfolios do hold downside mitigation strategies, but these strategies are only designed to add value in large 
share market drawdowns of greater than  greater than 20%. Performance was somewhat mitigated by the Strategy’s exposure to 
New Zealand equities which were relatively stable in December given their defensive tilts. 

The income component of the Inflation Strategy holds income assets with a risk profile which sits between traditional income assets 
and growth assets. These assets tend to struggle during periods of equity market volatility, leaving the 2018 performance broadly flat.

As expected, the United States Federal Reserve have shied away from aggressively raising raise rates. It may even pause before it 
resumes hiking interest rates through 2019. This should prolong the economic growth and provide a tailwind for inflation exposed 
assets. Inflation expectations in the United States increased to 3.00% in December from 2.97% in November which, when compared 
to the current rate of 1.90%, gives us comfort with our view of an increasing inflationary environment and our strategy of investing in 
inflation exposed assets.

growth strategy
The Growth Strategy returned -3.98% for the month of December, taking the 12-month return to -8.25%. Following the market 
rebound, the Strategy returned 2.30% for the month of January (1 to 16 January 2019).

While the Growth portfolios outperformed their reference portfolio in December, they still experienced large declines of between 
-2.62% and -7.47%. The portfolios do hold downside mitigation strategies, but these strategies are only designed to add value 
in large share market drawdowns of greater than  greater than 20%. It would be too expensive to try and offset smaller falls. That 
said, the downside mitigation strategies did perform better than expected in December with ISAM adding value. Importantly, had 
the market declined further, Universa – one of our downside mitigation managers – was positioned to add significant value. We are 
confident that the mitigation strategies will work when required. 

Australasian shares within the Strategy ended the year on a positive note. Fletcher Building was the strongest contributor, bouncing 
further during the month and validating our decision to hold tight following the heavy sell-off in November. Fletcher has announced 
the sale of its Formica business in the United States for a good price, and signalled the resumption of dividend payments in February, 
which may prove a catalyst for further recovery. Despite its Chinese exposure, Rio Tinto was another good performer. Metlifecare 
was the largest detractor in the Strategy. The company continued to struggle with weak Auckland house price sentiment, but 
outperformed the broader retirement village sector during the month. Metlifecare shares continue to trade at a substantial discount 
to their asset value, which we believe helps mitigate further downside risk.



Managed Superannuation Service
income strategy
The Income Strategy returned 0.46% for the month of December, taking the 12-month return to 0.78%. Following the market 
rebound, the Strategy has returned 0.58% for the month of January (1 to 16 January 2019).

December was a month of divergent fortunes. The New Zealand fixed income market chose to ignore the negative tone across global 
credit and equity markets and recorded a strong end to the year. Much of this performance reflected the reversal of November’s 
rise in medium-term interest rates. We viewed this rise as unjustified as it was triggered by the rapid closing of positions following a 
strong quarterly employment report. During December normal service resumed and all of the interest rate rise was removed. As we 
enter the new year, interest rates are approaching the lows seen back in 2016.  In the New Zealand component of the Strategy we 
have maintained a long exposure to New Zealand interest rates for most of 2018 and held several active interest rate positions in 
December which added to performance. 

Global credit markets faced a much tougher month, and this capped off a poor year for this component of the Strategy and for the 
global corporate credit in general. Performance was strong during the first half of December; however, the decline in share markets 
into Christmas saw credit spreads and high yield spreads widen significantly over the back half of the month to levels last seen in 
mid-2016. The primary negative performance drivers for this component of the Strategy were the higher yielding positions – Bausch 
Health (Pharma), HCA (hospital operator), First Quantum (Mining) and Icahn Enterprises (Investment company).

inflation strategy
The Inflation Strategy  returned -3.07% for the month of December, taking the 12-month return to -5.76%. Following the market 
rebound, the Strategy returned 2.60% for the month of January (1 to 16 January 2019).

The Inflation Strategy’s performance was driven by the downturn in global equity markets over the month. Like the Growth Strategy, 
the Inflation Strategy’s portfolios do hold downside mitigation strategies, but these strategies are only designed to add value in large 
share market drawdowns of greater than  greater than 20%. Performance was somewhat mitigated by the Strategy’s exposure to 
New Zealand equities which were relatively stable in December given their defensive tilts. 

The income component of the Inflation Strategy holds income assets with a risk profile which sits between traditional income assets 
and growth assets. These assets tend to struggle during periods of equity market volatility, leaving the 2018 performance broadly flat.

As expected, the United States Federal Reserve have shied away from aggressively raising raise rates. It may even pause before it 
resumes hiking interest rates through 2019. This should prolong the economic growth and provide a tailwind for inflation exposed 
assets. Inflation expectations in the United States increased to 3.00% in December from 2.97% in November which, when compared 
to the current rate of 1.90%, gives us comfort with our view of an increasing inflationary environment and our strategy of investing in 
inflation exposed assets.

growth strategy
The Growth Strategy returned -3.99% for the month of December, taking the 12-month return to -8.32%. Following the market 
rebound, the Strategy returned 2.30% for the month of January (1 to 16 January 2019).

While the Growth portfolios outperformed their reference portfolio in December, they still experienced large declines of between 
-2.62% and -7.47%. The portfolios do hold downside mitigation strategies, but these strategies are only designed to add value 
in large share market drawdowns of greater than  greater than 20%. It would be too expensive to try and offset smaller falls. That 
said, the downside mitigation strategies did perform better than expected in December with ISAM adding value. Importantly, had 
the market declined further, Universa – one of our downside mitigation managers – was positioned to add significant value. We are 
confident that the mitigation strategies will work when required. 

Australasian shares within the Strategy ended the year on a positive note. Fletcher Building was the strongest contributor, bouncing 
further during the month and validating our decision to hold tight following the heavy sell-off in November. Fletcher has announced 
the sale of its Formica business in the United States for a good price, and signalled the resumption of dividend payments in February, 
which may prove a catalyst for further recovery. Despite its Chinese exposure, Rio Tinto was another good performer. Metlifecare 
was the largest detractor in the Strategy. The company continued to struggle with weak Auckland house price sentiment, but 
outperformed the broader retirement village sector during the month. Metlifecare shares continue to trade at a substantial discount 
to their asset value, which we believe helps mitigate further downside risk.



New Zealand Funds Management Limited is the issuer of the NZ Funds Managed Portfolio Service, the NZ Funds KiwiSaver 
Scheme and the NZ Funds Managed Superannuation Service.

The Product Disclosure Statement and the Disclose Register contain important information to help you to understand how 
your money is managed and the risks associated with investing.

A copy of the NZ Funds Managed Portfolio Service Product Disclosure Statement, the NZ Funds KiwiSaver Scheme Product 
Disclosure Statement and the NZ Funds Managed Superannuation Service Product Disclosure Statement is available on 
request or by visiting the NZ Funds website at www.nzfunds.co.nz.

Even if you have invested with NZ Funds for many years, please take the time to read these documents regularly as the 
content is frequently updated.

Disclaimer

Past performance is not necessarily an indication of future returns.

This document has been provided for information purposes only. The content of this document is not intended as a substitute 
for specific professional advice on investments, financial planning or any other matter. While the information provided in this 
document is, to the best of our knowledge and belief, stated accurately, New Zealand Funds Management Limited, its directors, 
employees and related parties accept no liability or responsibility for any loss, damage, claim or expense suffered or incurred by 
any party as a result of reliance on the information provided and opinions expressed in this document except as required by law.
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